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MMY, Michlelet Mevaseret Yerushalayim, is an advanced womens’ 
seminary located in Baka, Jerusalem. 

It is MMY’s conviction that Torah study, for women as for men, must 
be conducted seriously, intellectually and analytically. This is accomplished through intensive 
textual study, with a major emphasis on Beit Medrash preparation in all disciplines. It is 
also MMY’s firm conviction that the purpose of all learning must be to inspire and develop 
genuine religious growth.  

As a Religious Zionist school in every sense of the term, MMY emphasizes the absolute 
centrality of both Eretz Yisrael and Medinat Yisrael. Aliya, as well as involvement in the 
many needs of Am Yisrael, are stressed as essential components of Avodat Hashem. All 
of this is fostered in an environment of openness and warmth and the relationships that 
students form with the faculty, and with each other, are ongoing.
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With the world constantly 
confined under pandemic 

lockdowns, it is hard to think about the 
vaccine being the long-awaited redemption 
from this global nightmare. It brings 
to mind the Pasuk in Parshat Va'eira, 
“Ve’lo sham’u el Moshe m’kotzer ruach 
u’me’avoda kasha” 1 . Bnei Yisrael in Egypt 
couldn’t hear the message of the upcoming 
redemption due to their short attention 
span and their hard work as slaves. 

1 Shemot 6:9
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The repetition of “kotzer ruach” and “avo-
da kasha” is problematic. The reason Bnei 
Yisrael had kotzer ruach was obviously 
due to their avoda kasha! So why state 
both? State they had no headspace due 
to avoda kasha and we would know the 
emotion of kotzer ruach. Or, converse-
ly, state they have kotzer ruach and we 
would know why, without the Torah elab-
orating.

Many of the mefarshim take the approach 
that the Torah wanted to focus on the 
avoda to point out a specific fear of the 
work. Perhaps their rough work schedules 
didn’t leave them enough time to process 
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the message2. Alternatively, since the time 
they originally believed Moshe’s message, 
their workload got considerably harder3. 
In fact, one could suggest that they feared 
this exact retribution happening again4. 

The ultimate geula is 
something we can wrap our 
heads around and see how it 
can possibly happen even in 
our own lifetimes

Other mefarshim, however, focus on 
something unique about the kotzer ruach 
and how isn’t just the stress from the labor 
of slavery5. Kotzer (perhaps specifically 
the terminology used to express the 
word "short") ruach means they couldn’t 
listen to Moshe’s message of redemption 

2 Ramban, ibid. 
3 Rashbam, ibid. Based on Shemot 4:31 
and subsequently Shemot 5:4-23
4 Kli Yakar, Shemot 6:9
5 Notice the “vav” in between the terms. 
The conjunctive “and” implies that these 
terms reflect two different emotions. Also 
see the Or HaChaim, Shemot 6:13. 
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due to its content. The Netziv6 suggests 
that perhaps the people couldn’t listen 
to a long-winded message that included 
religiosity (ruach) at this stage in their 
lives when they were sunk in forty-nine 
rungs of tumah and avoda zara (and 
avoda kasha is not their work as slaves 
but, rather, their future avodat hashem 
which they weren’t interested in!) Or 
perhaps, as the Or HaChaim suggests7, they 
weren’t interested in listening to a plan 
that included going to Israel. Notice that in 
the very next pasuk, despite his hesitation 
based on the people not listening to him, 
Moshe is instructed to go to Paroh and 
the messages of religion and Zionism are 
left out! Or perhaps they couldn’t listen to 
anything about geula at all. It wasn’t just 
the physical work; they needed to hear a 
soundbite, and not a historical plan with 
twists and turns. 

6 Ha’Amek Davar, Shemot 6:9
7 Or HaChaim, Shemot 6:13

We were slaves to Paroh in Egypt and 
G-d took us out with a strong hand and 
an outstretched arm. We are no longer 
slaves and no longer in a slave mentality. 
We can visualize a thriving existence 
in Eretz Yisrael and we can understand 
the role of religious observance in our 
lives. If one really looks carefully, even 
the ultimate geula is something we can 
wrap our heads around and see how it can 
possibly happen even in our own lifetimes! 

Yet, we still suffer from the modern version 
of “avoda kasha”. Technology, which is 
supposed to make our lives easier, has 
seemingly created more and more work! 
The home-work balance has been totally 
unhinged by 24/6 access to Zoom (not to 
mention “Zoom fatigue in its own right).  
Daily reports of rising cases and complete 
focus on positivity rates and the “R” has 
totally enslaved many of us. We have all 
been forced into survival mode for the last 
10 months.  And this we may not be able to 
control. But yet, one thing is in our control 
- there is no reason for us to have kotzer 
ruach! We have the resources and the 
headspace for more than just soundbites. 
We can develop longer-term religious 
plans and develop a more nuanced and 
complex hashkafa on life.  

Even as life pushes us into avoda kasha, 
may we always have the “orech ruach” to 
not fall into the trap of kotzer ruach that 
often tugs at our heartstrings. Complexity 
is truth and we have the freedom to 
embrace it. 

Am HaNetzach Lo M’fached M’derech 
Arukah! 


